Narcotics Anonymous
has universal recognition
and respect as a viable
program of recovery…

Fellowship
Development
The work we do at NA World Services is simply an extension
of our fellowshipwide efforts to further our primary purpose and
bring A Vision for NA Service closer to becoming a reality. This
section of the annual report describes some of the travel we do to
provide direct support to NA communities in assisting them to
reach addicts seeking recovery. These efforts can range from a largescale workshop in an established community focused on a range of
service topics to helping to establish the basic building blocks of
recovery and service in an emerging NA community.
The NAWS Strategic Plan consistently contains a number of
objectives that directly affect the task of fellowship development.
A few of these include: presenting and discussing ideas for a more
effective service system, helping to build and sustain all NA communities, and providing guidance and support on philosophical
issues that challenge NA communities.

NAWS Workshops Around the World
NAWS Workshop
Expenses 2004–2012

Our financial picture has not improved greatly over the past
fiscal year, but it also has not gotten significantly worse. We continue to exercise prudence, even though this sometimes means
saying “not yet” to some of the work that would help us to further
our vision but is simply not financially viable at the moment.
With regard to workshops and fellowship development, our
goal is to try to identify
the most strategic uses
of NA funds—situations
where the expense of
doing the work will have
as much impact as possible. The previous fiscal
year marked our lowest
expenditure on direct
fellowship
interaction
in a decade, which was
not repeated during this
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fiscal year. Our ability to effectively support developing NA communities is greatly hindered by
that type of reduction in services, and we hope not to repeat it.
During the 2011–2012 fiscal year, we participated in twelve zonal forums; eleven area, regional,
or multiregional conventions and workshops; and five professional events for public relations purposes, including two outside of the US. We took the opportunity to interact with large groups of
US regional delegates at zonal CAR workshops in preparation for the 2012 WSC. We also remain
committed to attending meetings of each of the four zonal forums outside the US, as we believe they
present an invaluable opportunity to interact with numbers of delegates from communities that we
might otherwise never meet.
We do continue to try to consolidate multiple events into single trips whenever possible. One
example of this during the 2011–2012 fiscal year was the combination of Arabic LTC workshops in
Kuwait that were followed by PR events.
We are also including a graph illustrating the meeting growth over recent years. Because we cannot rely on the accuracy of the information in our meeting database, these numbers are collected
through regional reports before each WSC. This also means that our meeting count figures are only
updated every two years in conjunction with the conference. This information can provide us with a
snapshot indicator of where NA is growing and where it is not, in order to help us discuss underlying reasons for the trends and how we can better serve our communities. The overall climb in the
number of NA meetings illustrates that we have come a long, long way from a handful of meetings
scattered around Southern California, but the flattening of some of those lines also sends a very
clear message that we could be doing better.
As we have written before, we believe fellowship development is directly related to both
the availability of NA literature in the local lanTrend
guages and public relations efforts in the com(from the NAWS Environmental Scan)
munities. For newer NA communities, especially
those outside the US that may not have nearby
There is a growing demand for NA in
neighbors to provide assistance, NAWS fellowcountries where there is no established
ship development work—at times in partnership
recovering population to speak of.
with the local zonal body—plays a vital role in the
translations and PR efforts that help these communities to begin to grow and flourish.
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Meeting Growth Trend
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Regions Around the World
Over 61,800 Weeklyy Meetings Worldwide
(May 2012)
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Eastern Europe
1,233 Meetings

Canada
1,369 Meetings

Western Europe
2,837 Meetings

USA
27,650 Meetings

Central America
3,312 Meetings

1,809 Meetings

Middle East
18,664 Meetings

Africa
249 Meetings
South America
4,677 Meetings
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